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Shape Conservation and Remnant Movement 
Gereon Muller 
Universitat Tiibingen 
1. Introduction 
Remnant movement is movement of an XP fJ from which extraction of a has taken 
place; d . (1). This phenomenon has been argued to support a derivational approach 
to syntax (cf. Chomsky (1998»: Since remnant Dlovement creates an unbound a trace 
that is separated from its antecedent by an XP in non-selected position (i.e., a barrier), 
the wellformedness of the resulting structure is unexpected under representational 
approaches that require proper binding of traces and check locality constraints at S-
structure; but nothing is wrong with (1) under a strictly derivational approach in 
which proper binding is replaced by strict cyclicity and 10caJity is checked directly 
after each movement operation. 
(1) I"~ ... t, .. . J ..• [ .•. a, ... [ ... t, ... II 
Remnant movement bas been suggested for two different kinds of constructions. On 
the one hand, Tbiersch (1985) and den Besten & Wehelhuth (1987i 1990» have argued 
that cases of incomplete category fronting like (2-a) in German should be analyzed as 
involving Bcrambling of NPl and remnant VP2 topicaiization.1 On the other band, it 
bas recently been proposed that remnant movement is a much more general phenome-
non that also underlies certain other constructions where this may not be immediately 
obvious. Most notably, Kayne (1998) analyzes constructions like (2-b) in English as 
involving obligatory overt negative NP I prepOBing followed by TP-internal remnant 
For comments and discWlllioll, I would like to thank Artemis Alexiadou, Duey Berry, Jane Grim-
sb.aw, Fabian Beck, Kyle Johnson, and the audiences of the worbbop on Remnant Movement & 
Featme Movement (Univenitit Pot.,dIllIl, July 1999) and NELS 30 (Rutger. Univerlily. Oetober 
1999) . The research reported here was supported by DFG grants MU 1444/1-1.2-1. 
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VP2 fronting.:l Henceforth, I will refer to the two constructions as "primary" and 
"secondary" remnant movement, respectively. 
(2) a.. IVPl tl Gelesen 1 hat das Buehl keiner t2 
read has the book no-one 
"N(H)ne read the book." 
h. John {vp3 reads tl J no novelsr t2 
The goal of this paper is twofold. In section 2, I will show that the two constructions 
exhibit radically different properties. In section 3, I will argue that a unified analysis 
is possible despite these differences if we assume that shape conservation (Williams 
(1999» can be a trigger for movement, in addition to feature cbecking (Chomsky 
(1995». In particular, we will see that whereas primary remnant movement is feature-
driven, secondary remnant movement is a. repair strategy that is triggered by sbape 
conservation. This latter idea will be implemented in a restrictive model of optimality 
theory ("local optimization"), for which I will present empirical support. 
2. The Properties of Primary and Secondary Remnant Movement 
2.1. Independent Availability 
In primary remnant movement constructions, movement of both p, a.nd 01 in (1) 
must be independently avaHable. Thus, Gennan remnant VP topicalization as in 
(2~a) presupposes that VP topicalization and NP scrambling are independent options 
in the language, which indeed they are: 
(3) a. (vPz Das Buchl gelesen J hat keiner 12 
the book read has no-one 
"No-one read the book." 
h. daB das Buch, keiner [vp t2 ge1esen J hat 
that the book no-one read has 
"that no-oae read the book." 
Similarly, the English primary remnant movement construction in (4-a) relies on the 
independent existence of VP topica.lization and NP raising of the subject, as in (4-bc). 
(4) a.. [vp, Criticized tl by his boss J Johnl has never been t, 
b. [vp~ Criticize John J be wouldn't t, 
c. John! has never been IVP2 criticized tl by his boss I 
In line with this, English lacks tbe counterpart to tbe German remnant movement 
con.struction in (2~a) for tbe simple reason that it does not have scrambling: 
(5) a. *Ivp, Kicked tl ] John never has the dog t t, 
b. (vp, Kicked the dog, J John never has t2 
c .• John never has tbe dog1 [VP1 kicked t. J 
~Abo see den DikkeD (1996), Hinterbolzl (1997), Ord6iie1! (1997), Johnson (199S), Koopman &: 
Stabolai (1999), Noonllli (1999) OD related analyses for other coIUlttuctionJ. In what rollow., I wiU 
focus OD KaYDe's analysis of Degative NP preposing. What I wiu bave to .ay can stra.igbtrorwardly be 
extended to Jobnson's and Noonan's IIoDNyses. The other C3&t:S may require additional asaumptioDs. 
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In contrast, in seQ)ndary remnant movement constructiooslike (6~a.) (= (2~b)), mo-
vement of neither 01 nor fJ'J is independently available. This is clear for negative NP 
preposing; d. (6~c). Given that independent VP'J fronting in (6-b) would be string~ 
vacuous, the question arises of whether this is an option. Since Kayne assumes that 
the "more emphatic, less neutral character" of sentences like (6-a) "must be correlated 
with VP-movement," and since it is unclear which feature could trigger TP~internal 
VP fronting in (6-b), we may conclude that it is not.3 CODsequently, none of the 
two movement operations in (6-8.) is independently available in secondary remnant 
movement constructions. 
(6) a. John iVPa reads t. J no novels, t'J 
b ... John [vPa likes that novell J t2 
c. "'John no novelst [vp3 reads tJ J 
2.2. Secondary Object Fronting 
Double object constructions reveal a second difference. Primary remnant VP topica~ 
Iization in German may carry along or strand (by scrambling) any of the two objects: 
(7) a. [VP1 t, Ein Buch zum Geburtstag geschenkt J hat sie dem Jason, t, 
a book,," for the birthday given bas she ART JasOD""1 
"She gave Jason a book as a birthday prescnt." 
b. [VPl Dem Jason} t3 zum Geburtstag geschenkt J hat sie eia Bucba t2 
ART Jasonet for the birthday given has she a book...a: 
c. [vp, tl t3 Zum Geburtstag geschenkt I hat sie dem Jason, ein Buch3 t, 
for the birthday given bu she ART Jasanet a book"cc 
In contrast to this, whether secondary remnant VP fronting carries along an NP in a 
double object construction or strands it prior to VP fronting depends on whether the 
pre-movement order is maintained_ If the negative NP is the first object 1 the set:::ond 
object cannot be fronted together with the verb, but must leave the VP by an earlier 
operation that I will call "secondary object fronting" (indicated here by underlining)j 
this operation ta.cgets a. position beloW that of the nega.tive NP, thereby restoring the 
pre-movement order;4 
(8) a. -John [vp, gave t, to MarY3] no books t t, 
b. John [vp, gave tl t3 ] no books, to MarYl t, 
c. -John [vp3 gave tl a boo~ J no-onel t, 
d. John {vp, gave t1 t3 J no-onel a boo~ tl 
If, on the other hand, the negative NP is the second object, the first object must be 
fronted together with the verb, and cannot undergo secondary object fronting: 
(9) a, John [vPa gave Mary, t3J nO books3 t, 
b .• John [vPt gave h t3 J no books3 MarYI t2 
'Kayne statet that negative NP preposiag will -in turn ... require the .. ' VP to prepose," which 
suggests that TP-interna.! VP fronting is not independently available in English. 
~Derivations or the type in (8-a) have sometimes been argued to underlie heavy NP shift; hut this 
issue is clearly not at play in the case at hJ.nd . . 
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2.3. Extraction 
Both the remnant XP /32 and the antecedent of the unbound trace 0'1 in (1) are 
barriers for further extraction in primary remnant movement constructions. This is 
a standard freezing effect that is expected if (a) moved items end up in non-selected 
positions, where they are barriers (cf. Cinque (1990) vs. Lasnik & Saito (1992)), and 
(b) strict cyclicity ensures tbat extraction from these items cannot take place before 
they undergo movement to a lower position (cf. Chomsky (1995) and references cited 
there). This is shown for {3 in (lO-ab), and for 0: in (lO-e) (barriers are underlined). 
(10) a. ·Wem3 denkst du [ep [YEa. t3 tl gegeben 1 hat das Bucht keiner t2J1 
whom think you given haa the book no-one 
"To whom do you think that no-one gave a book?" 
b, ·Children3 I think that [ep [~ written h for t3 I those bookst could not 
possibly he t21 
c, *[ vp, tl Gerechnet J hat d&.3 gestern [~tJ mit J wieder keiner t2 
counted has there yesterday with again nO-One 
"Again, no-one reckoned with it yesterday." 
In contrast, neither /32 nor O't is a. barrier for further extraction in secondary remnant 
movement con.structionsj d, (ll-a) and (ll-b), respectively.s Given the interaction of 
barriers theory and strict cyclicity, this anti-freezing effect is a priori unexpected, 
(II) .. Which book, did John [~give t, I, [ [pPo 10 nO-One [ I, ? 
h. About NixoDJ John [VP2 read tl I i!:!!l. only one hook ~J I t1 
2.4. Movement Type! 
It hI!.! often been noted that not all movement types seem to be able to affect (primary) 
remnant XPs equally well, the crucial distinction being that between middle field-
external and middle field-internal movement operations, E,g., whereas topica.iization 
of a remnant infinitival VP is possible in German (C£, (12-&», scrambling of tbe same 
remnant VP leads to ungrammaticality (cc. (l2-b»).' 
(12) a, [YP1 tl Zu lesen I hat diL'!l Buehl keiner t2 versucht 
to read bas the book no-one tried 
"No-one tried to read the hook." 
b. *dafi [VP, tl zu lesen J das BUehl keiner t2 versucbt hat 
tbat to read the book no-one tried bas 
"that no-one tried to read the book." 
Again, things are different with serond.ary remnant movement, Indeed, secondary 
remnant VP2 fronting is Dot just permitted to target a. middle field-internal (post-
subject) landing site (d. (13-a) = (2-b»j it is required to do so (d, the failed attempt 
at topica.lization in this context in (l3-b». 
(13) a. John [vp, reads tl I no novelsl t2 
b. ·[VP2 Reads tl I (I think that) John t; no novelst t2 
-Note that Kayoe (1998) treata only-phrases on a par with negative NPs, 
'See Fantelow (t99l), Fu . nk, Lee &: Rambow (1992), Haider (1993), Grewendorf &: Sabel (1999). 
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To sum up, we have seen that primary and secondary remnant movement constructions 
differ radically. One might want to take this to indicate that one of the two approaches 
should be abandoned. Given that both approaches have their virtues, I will Dot draw 
this conclusion here. Rather, I will develop a unified approach that explains the 
diverging properties of primary and secondary remnant movement constructiooa by 
distinguishing between feature-driven movement and repair-driven movement. 
3. A U nifted Approach 
3.1. Shape Conservation and Local Optimization 
AU movement operations can plausibly be viewed as being feature-driven in primary 
remnant movement constructions. Thus, (14-a) involves a combination of NP raising 
(triggered by the EPP feature) and VP topicalization (triggered by a topic feature); 
and (l4-b) ha.s NP scrambling (which I will bere assume to be triggered by a specific 
scrambling feature1) followed by VP topicalization (again triggered by a topic feature). 
In contrast, in secondary remnant movement constructions, it looks as though only 
one movement operation is feature-driven; in the construction at hand, this is negative 
NP preposing. All other movement operations are parasitic - tbey depend on the first 
operation having taken place. The absence of a feature that triggers secondary remnant 
movement and secondary object fronting is illustra.ted in (l4-c). 
(14) a. [vp3 Criticized t) by hls boss J-[top] John1[-D] has never been t1 
b. [VP1 t1 t3 Zum Geburtstag geschenkt J-[top] hat sie clem Jasondscr] 
for the birthday given has she ART Jason 
ein BucbT[scr] t1 
a book 
c. John (VP1 gave h t3]-0 no booksdneg] to MarY3-0 t1 
Then, given constraints like the FEATURE CONDITION (FC) in (15) and LAST RESORT 
(LR) in (16) (d. Chomsky (1995», a problem arises: Some instances of movement in 
secondary remnant movement constructions are not triggered by Fe, and they thus 
violate LR. Consequently, a different trigger mm!Jt be involved, and respecting this 
trigger must permit a violation of LR, which is otherwise impossible. Thus, secondary 
remnant movement emerge:! as a. repair stra.tegy: Exceptionally, LR can be violated 
so as to prevent even greater damage. 
, 
(15) FEATURE CONDITION (FC): 
Strong features must be checked by overt movement. 
(16) LAST RESORT (LR): 
Overt movement must result in checking of a strong feature , 
I would like to suggest that the trigger in question is the SHAPE CONSERVATION (SC) 
constraint that is proposed on independent grounds in Williams (1999). For the sake 
of concreteness, I will assume that SC ba.sicatly demands that the sbape of predicate 
1See Sauerland (1997) a:od Grewendod ok Sabel (1999). Arguably, there is more than oDe possihle 
ttiller for scrambliog in German, aud this fact might be formally encoded by auigning a complex 
int.ercai structure to the scrambliug rwure. This would not affect the iSlue at hand, though. 
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phrases, or vPs, must be preserved in derivations:! 
(17) SHAPE CONSERVATION (SC), 
Feature checking in the domain of a bead Y must not cbange the linear order of 
lexical items established in vP within YP. 
The English vP shape that will be relevant is completely standard, and given in (18).9 
(18) I.p NP, I.' v+V Ivp NP, lv' tv {NP,/PP,} 1111 
Tbe analysis then relies on three a.9sumptions. First, feature-driven movement of the 
negative NPI in (l4-c) ends up in the specifier of a. functional head Neg that bears 
a strong [neg] feature. Given SC, it followlI that vPl-[0J (and not VP, as assumed 
thus far) must be fronted to an outer specifier of Neg (Le., to a. position tha.t precedes 
NPI-[oeg] within tbe same projection), as an instance of repair-driven movement. IO 
It also follows tbat repair-driven movement of PPs-[0] in (l4-c) must end up in an 
inner specifier of the very same domain, NegP. 
The second assumption concerns il qualification. Evidently, whereas negative NP 
preposjng requires vP shape conservation, other movement operations do not. This is 
obvious in the case of wh-movement in English: Checking of [wh] with an object NP 
in the C domain does oat trigger repair-driven movement of TP 4 to an outer specifier 
of Cj cf. (19-11.) n. (19-b) (the latter would correspond to a wh-in situ language in 
which there is evidence that un-movement is io fact overt). 
(19) a. What,-[wb] did [TP4 yOll3 {vP} t3 see tl J1 ? 
b. *hp4 You [WP2 t see tl lJ-0 what.-(whJ did t4 ? 
This means that SC either does not hold for wh-movement in English (and many 
other movement operations), or that it holds, but in a much weaker {onn. r will 
draw the second conclusion here and suggest that SC is to be split up, and made 
sensitive to feature classes: Featurea like [neg] obey a strong SC constraint that 
permits a violation of LR (cf. the references in footnote 2 Cor other possible features 
with this property), whereas features like [whJ obey only a weaker SC constraint 
that does not permit a violation of LR (other features in this class include [top] and 
[scrl) . It is tempting to conclude that the relevant distinction is between features 
that trigger A-movement and features that trigger A-bar movement. Indeed, most 
ca..ses of NP raising to SpecT will automatically satisfy se. Successive-cyclic NP 
raising may initially look problematic; but assuming that the absence of intermediate 
vP projections is exactly the property that makes such raising possible, SC is 
respected in this case as well. Similarly, Scandinavian object shift is well known 
aFor predecessors of this constraint, see L&koff' (1971), Kroch (1974), Huang (1982), Reiohart 
(1983), Luoile " Salto (1992), W.tanU>e (1992), Haege.man (1995), Meinllllger (1995), and Miiller 
(1997). In general, theae cooltraint.a ue defined in structural r.ther than linear ternu. Thill would 
oot be sufficient for the present analysis - SCdriven movement restores linear order, not c-oommand. 
'Whether NP, occupies SpecV as a result of movement or base-generation in dative shin con-
structions ill immac.erial for presMt purposes - as long as there is no vP yet, all movement (including 
V-to-v raising) satisfies SC vacuou!ly. All for German, [will postulate essentially the same structun:, 
the only difference being tbat v+V ill righ~peripberal in vP. 
IOThis position follows typical adverb pDIIitions; d. the evidence against Y-to-T raising in English. 
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for it! rigid order preservation. II Thus, let us assume that tbere are only two ge-
nm] SC con.traints - SCA (;nc!ud;ng [D], [Neg]) and Sc,. (;nc!ud;ng [wb], [top], [.er]). 
Third, since the analysis involves the notion of repair and depends on the violability 
and ranking of constraints, it lends itself to an optimality-theoretic implementation. 
The implicit ranking just sketched can be made explicit as follow8 (the ranking of FC 
and SCA is not determined by the evidence discussed here): 
(20) {FC, SCA} » LR » SC,. 
Repair phenomena are certainly among those constructions where optimality theory 
has proven most successful, and the notion of repair itself can be given a precise 
characterization in this approach: A repair is a. competition in wbicb the optimal 
candidate incurs an (otherwise fatal) violation of a high-ranked constraint Cj in 
order to respect an even bigher-ranked constraint Cj. However, it is clear tbat 
standard global optimization procedures as laid out in Prince & Smolensky (1993) 
induce complexity of a type that more recent venions of the minimalist program 
manage to avoid. In view of this, and deviating from the vast majority of work in 
optimality-theoretic syntax, I would like to suggest that syntactic optimization is 
loca.l, not global, and takes pla.ce repeatedly throughout the derivation. 12 
For the sake of concreteness, !luppose that syntactic derivations proceed as in 
Chomsky (1995): Merge and Move alterna.te, with each XP a. cyclic node. Cruci-
ally, the subderivation from one cyclic node 0 to the next cyclic node P (0 -t (J) 
is subject to input/output optimization. An. XP is optimal if the subderivation that 
creates it best satisfie:J an ordered set of violable constraints and respects inviola.ble 
wDstraints (like strict cyclicity), which can be c.on(;Cived of as parts of the definitions 
of Merge and Move. Thus, an XP that is the optimal output of a 8ubderivation forms 
the input for the next subderivation, together with a new lexical item Y (and possibly 
another optimal ZP if SpecY is to be filled by Merge). Optimization determines the 
new optimal output YP, which in tum shows up in the input of the next subderiva-
tion, and so 00, until the optimal root is reached. Based on these assumptions, the 
differences between primary and secondary remnant movement can now be explained. 
3.2. Independent Availability and Secondary Object Fronting Revisited 
Consider again a typical secondary remnant movement example like (21-c): 
(21) a. [.,., Jo~ reads [v,", tv no novelsl Il 
b. [NeaP [VP2 Johna reads t1 I [N~" no nove.lSI [Nq' Neg t, III 
C. [TP John, T [N,,,, [.P, t3 read. t, I [N,,· no novel., [N .. · Neg t, 1111 
+ Neg-+ 
+T -t 
IIMultiple object shin Btrictly preserves vP shape, and it seems possible to reanalyze double object 
NP,.PronouIl2 orders as the result of futurMriven pronominal object shin accompanied by by 
SCdrivell NP I fronting. S~ MUlier (1997), Williams (1999), and references cited there. 
12Venions of multiple optimizlltion in phonology &re di5e11&5ed in Prince k: Smolensky (1993, ch.2) 
and McClIlthy (1999). Heclc (1999) and Wilson (1999) assume mu..ltiple (but non·local) optimi!ation 
in syntax - three times per RQteDce in the former CIISe (to determine [).structure, S-structute, lind 
LF), and twice in tbe Jathr CMe (to determine interpretation and syntactic expresaion). Abo note 
tbat tbere is a trade-off: Whereas there is more complex.ity with globa.! optimiaation tban there is witb 
loeal optimization, local optimization in turn r~uir6 a larl!ie number of optimization proeedures. 
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What we want to derive is that NP I moves to SpecNeg to check a strong (neg] feature 
and thereby respect FC, and that VP2 then raises to an outer SpecNeg position 
without feature checking in order to respect SeA, eveD if this violates LR. The 
optimization procedure that ensures this outcome is the ODe tbat takes the optimal 
VP2 in (21·&) and Neg as inputs and creates a set of NegPs as output candidates. The 
optimal NegP is the one in (21-b), which violates LR but respects FC and SeA, and 
thus has a better coDstraint profile than its competitors, which fatally violate either 
Fe (by not applying negative NP I preposing) or SeA (by not applying secondary 
remnant vP, movement). The local competition is shown in tableau T 1 • 
T1 : uP -+ NegP Optimization: Secondary remnant movement 
The optimal NegP 0 1 is then merged with T, and subsequent NegP -+ TP optimiza-
tion produces the expected result: The best subderivation fronts the subject NP3 to 
SpecT and has v+V in situ (this output violates none of the constraints at hand). 
Note that only 0 1 can be in the input for the next optimization procedure, not 
03-0S or other suboptimal outputs. It is this property that minimizes complexity: 
Under standard, global optimization, all these suboptimal outputs would ha.ve to be 
continued to the end (in representational terms: considered as substructures of the 
whole sentence) and would thereby give rise to exponential growth oftbe candidate set. 
In addition to tms conceptual difference, local optimization turns out to also yield 
a desirable empirical difference. In the present system, it is clear that V raising is not 
an alternative to remnant vP movement: Local V raising to SpecNeg as in 0 6 does not 
satisfy SCA , leading to VOS instead of SVO order; and non-local V-to-T raising can 
never satisfy SeA within NegP. In contrast, under global optimization tbere would be 
no SeA violation, due to subsequent NP3 raising to SpecT (which ultimately restores 
SVO order), and repaiNiriven V raising might incorrectly (given adverb placement 
facts) be permitted along with (or instead of) remnant vP movement. 13 
Next consider the case where s&onda.ry remnant movement is accompanied by 
secondary object fronting, as in the double object construction (22-c) . 
(22) a. Ivp, John. gave [vp no books) tv to Mary,lJ + Neg-t 
b. [NelP ["P1 Job.n..t gave Ivp t) tv t3 11 no booksl to Mary, Neg t31 + T -+ 
c. rTP John.. T !NelP [ .. P~ t40 gave [vp tl tv t,]] no books1 to Mary3 Neg t2 n 
Again, the important subderivation is the step from vP in (22-a) to NegP in (22-b), 
and essentially the same reasoning applies as before. The optimal NegP is one in 
l'Of COline, V raising could still independently be filtered out by stipulating a higher-tanked 
constraint that, e.g., bans movement of a lexical category (cf. Grimsbaw (1997) , Vikne:r (1999), and 
Kayne (1998, fn . 11), who notel!J: "The lexical verb in Engliah cannot raise by head movement, yet 
it mu. t move, consequently the whole VP moves"). Still, the point remaina !.hat local and global 
optimintion differ empirically, ilDd the former approlU;h offers a simpler account ill the case at hand . 
8
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which NP I moves to SpecNeg to check the [negl feature and thereby respect Fe, 
and PP3 and vP2 undergo repair~driven movement to inner and outer specifiers of 
NegP, respectively, to respect SeA. This incurs two violations of LR, but as shown 
in tableau T" all competing subderivations fatally violate higher-ranked constraints. 
Note in particular that 0 1 blocks 0 5 as suboptimalj 0 1 has secondary remnant vP 
movement but fails to apply secondary object fronting. 
T, : vP -+ NegP Optimization: Secondary remnant movement and object fronting 
In ut: .. , Jo n4 ave VP no boo 1 tv to Marys I , L 
.. 
" 
Ho,P ~ • ave VP tl tv ~ no ,to , • t, I 
" 
N. P no 00 , • , • ave VP tl tv to 
, I 
" 
N. P • , J. ave VP no boo I tv to , • I 
., 
H. P " • ••• VP no boo I tv to 
, 
• t, I 
.' N . P ,p • ••• VI' tl tv to M3 no 00 
, • t, I 
., N. p no 0 , to , • • • ave VP tl tv t3 I 
As before, the step from (22-b) to (22-c) is straightforward beca.use a constraint 
conflict does not arise and Fe, seA,At and LR can all be satisfied. 
Furthennore, a second argument for local optimization can be gained.. Suppose 
that PP3 in (22) bears a [top) feature. Then, local optimization proceeds exactly as 
shown here, creating (22-b) from (22~a) as in T2 , and then (22-c) from (22~b). The 
only difference is that later in the derivation, PP3 is moved to the topic position, 
yielding (23)." 
(23) (cp To Marys [TP John. T [Nc5i' [WPl t4 gave [vp tl tv t3)) no booksl t~ Neg t21JJ 
Viewed globally, SeA cannot be fulfilled. by this sentence. This would threaten to 
undermine the motivation for remnant vP movement in this context. 1S In contrast, 
no problem arises if optimization is local: The subderiva.tion vP -+ NegP respects Fe 
and SCA by violating the 10weNanked LR, a.nd the subderivation TP -+ CP respects 
Fe and LR by violating the lower-ranked SGjr. Instead of giving a tableau that shows 
this latter optimiza.tion procedure, let me proceed to the case of primary remnant 
movement, where exactly the same reasoning applies. A simple example is (24-d) 
from German, with its derivation in (24-abc).11I 
(24) a.. [vP1 der Fritz3 ein Buchl gelesen I 
b. [vp ein Buehl ("P2 der Fritz3 tl gelesen] [v hat]J 
+ Iv hat 1-+ 
+T-+ 
+c ... c. hp der Fritz3 [vp ein Buchl [VPl t3 tl gelesen] [v tv II [T hat]] 
d. [cP [VP2 t3 tl Gelesen I hat hp der Fritz3 em Buehl t2 1 tv I 
read has Fritz a book 
141 auume here tbat English topie&lUation is movement to SpecC, but the . .. me arsument can be 
made if topica1ization is adjunction to TP, movement to SpeeTop, etc. 
15h would not belp to lLS8ume that SC can be fulfilled by traces like ~ because, if nothing else is 
sa.id, tbil would mean that SC i. trivially respected by all sentences, vP order alway. being recoverable 
with the help or vP_internal traces. 
uTbe derivation given here restt on some decisions that lLIe controversial and, to some extent, ubi-
trlLlY (cotlceming th.e projection of auxiliaries, .ubj~t raising to SpecT, V raising to a right.-peripheral. 
T , etc.). The only important uaumption i. that both NP I Kramblilll and vP2 topicalization are 
triggered by reaturea that obey SCr. 
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Consider first the subderivation vP, --+ VP in (24-ab); d . tableau T 3 • Assuming 
that the object NP I has an optional [secl feature that is matched by {v hat J (and 
tbe subject NP3 does not), tbe optimal VP is 0 1, Here, NPI moves to SpecV 
(respecting FC), and NP3 stays in situ (respecting LR and violating Se): Whe-
reas [neg] obeys SeA, {sec] obeys SC:i. This precludes repair-driven movement as in 03-
T3: uP --+ VP Optimization: Scrambling 
Input: v at , ~ do< ritz" cin Bue 1 elesen A 
=> 
" 
VP ein ucb! [vPO det Fritz3 t\ geJeseo 1 V 
" 
• 
o~: VP • 
" 
itt3 ein Buehl e1esen v .t 
0,,: VP der Itt" elD u , • t3 tl '~n v .t 
.' VP " 
it'l3 ~ h cin u<, '=n v .t 
The optimal VP 0 1 (= (24-b» is subsequently merged with T. Assuming that tbe 
EPP feature can optionally be strong in German, and is strong in the case at hand, 
the optimal output of tbe subderivation VP --t TP is (24-c), in which the subject 
NP3 moves to SpecT (in a.ddition, V moves to T). Since this subderivation respects 
Fe, LR, and SCA,l, it is not necessary to illustrate tbe competition by a h.bleau. 
Finally, tbe optimal TP in (24-c) is merged with C. In V /2 languages, an empty 
finite declarative C bears a !top! feature (and a feature attracting V). Assuming 
that this feature is also instantiated on vP2 , the optimal output of the subderi-
vatiOD TP --t CP is (24-d), which involves remnant vP2 movement to SpecC and 
respects FC and LR at tbe cost of violating the lower-ranked SC::r (cf. 0 1 vs. 0 3 in T4)' 
T4 : TP -+ CP Optimization: Primary remnant VP movement 
SO;. has not yet been fatally violated by a. candidate; i.e., it has played no role in 
the analysis so far. However, there is evidence for a low-ranked SC:.: As soon as two 
or more subderivations behave identically with respect to higher-ranked constraints, 
the decision is passed on to the low-ranked SC::r. A particularly obvious case is the 
superiority effect in EnglisbP 
(25) a.. (I wonder) [ep who, C [TP tl bought what, JJ 
b. ·(1 wonder) rep what2 C hp who t bought t2 JJ 
Suppose that C bears a strong [whl feature here which ia matched by weak [whJ 
features on both wh-phrases. Ts then shows that the subderivation TP -+ CP must 
involve movement of one wh-phrase to SpecC, so as to fuJJi.ll FC (d. 0 3 ), and must 
leave one wh-phrase in situ, so as to fulfill LR (cf. 0 4 ) , 0 1 and O2 (= (25-ab» meet 
both requirements, and they vacuously fulfill SCA. However, only 0 1 respects SC::r by 
170thtr phenomena that lend themselves to the same kind of anuysit are German weak pronoun 
rrooting and multiple uh-movement in BulgariUl. These phenomena are covered by PAR.-MoVE in 
Millier (1997); it seems that seA can do all the work that WM attributed to that constraint. 
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maintaining vP order with [whJ feature checking; therefore, it blocks 0). Thu~, the 
superiority effect is derived without recourse to constraints like the ECP or the MLC. 
Ts: TP -+ CP Optimization: The superiority e1f~d 
3.S. Extraction Revisited 
Recall that both the remnant XP {3~ in (26-a.) and the antecedent of the unbound 
trace Cli in (26-b) are barriers for extraction of some element 03 in primary remnant 
movement constructions (freezing; d . (10», and that neither {3l nor Ot is a barrier 
for extraction in secondary remnant movement constructions (anti-freezing; cf. (ll)). 
(26) a. 03'" (J!") ... t3 ... tl .. ' J ... 01 , .. ( .. , t2 ... J 
b. 0, ... I", ... t, ... J... 1 ... t, ... 1 
Assuming that XPs in derived positions are barriers, the freezing effect with primary 
remnant movement can be accounted for. But how can sewndary remnant movement 
escape this effect? The key to a solution is that secondary remnant movement is 
triggered by SeA rather tban by FC. Hence, it always restores local relations tbat 
existed earlier in the derivation. Thus, if ai, {32 are not barriers in situ, they will 
not be turned into barriers in secondary remnant movement constructions because 
each selected XP will still be in the same minimal domain as the head that selects 
it. To execute trus idea., Jet us assume the BARRIERS CONDITION (BC) in (27-a.), 
and define barriers as in (27-b)j this definition differs from standard approaches (cf. 
Cinque (1990) and references cited there) only in replacing the notion of sisterhood in 
(27-b.(ii)) by the slightly more liberal notion of same minimal domain. 
(27) BARRIERS CONDITION (Be): 
a. Movement must not cross a barrier. 
b. An XP "'f is a barrier unless there is a non-derived head (T such that: 
(i) q selects I' 
(ii) q and 1 are in the same minimal domain. 
Thus, extraction from Or, fJ'l does not violate Be in secondary remnant movement 
constructions. However, given that feature-driven movement in primary remnant 
movement constructions typically has the effect that a.n XP 'Y and its selecting head (T 
are not in the same minimal domain anymore, extraction from 0" {32 violates Be in 
this case. I' To derive ungrammaticality from this violation, one could postulate that 
Be is an inviolable constraint (part of the definition of Move), or that it is ranked 
high, Let us assume the latter. The optimal subderivation YP -jo ZP (where SpecZ 
is the landing site of 03 in (26)) can then be one that yields an empty output (which 
l8The confinement to nou-derived. head, in (27-b) ensures thil.t .., may not become tranaparent by 
accidentally eDdiDg up in the 8&lTIe domain !Ill (1 after non·local movement; d. (to-a). 
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vacuously respects Be/Fe and violates a lower-ranked ban on empty outputs) - the 
derivation cannot continue; it crashes. 1S 
We exped that movement in primary remnant movement constructions does not 
create barriers if it is extremely local. As noted by den Besten & Webelhuth (1990), 
this prediction is borne out. Whereas PP1 is a barrier for extraction in (28-a) (= 
(lO-c», it is transparent in (28-b), where it bas undergone string~vacuous scrambling. 
(28) a. *[VP3 tl Gerechnet J hat d~ gestern [PPI t3 mit J wieder keiner t2 
counted has there yesterday - with again no-one 
b. [VP2 tl Gerechnet J hat daa gestern wieder keiner [~ t3 mit 1 t2 
counted has there yesterday again no-one with 
S.4. Movement Types Revisited 
Based on examples like those in (12), J have 50 far assumed that middle field-internal 
movement (e.g., scrambling) cannot affect remnant XPs, whereas middle field-external 
movement (e.g., topicalization) can. This generalization has proven problematic in 
the light of secondary remnant movement, which is obligatorily middle field-internal; 
cr. (13-30) vs. (l3-b). The illformedness of (13-b) now follows from tbe fact that 
SeA-driven movement is strictly local (accompanied by the standard assumption that 
finite vPs cannot bear a [top] feature); but the difference between illegitimate primary 
remnant scrambling in (12-b) and legitimate local secondary remnant movement in 
(13-30) still calls for an explanation. This turns out to be straightforward. Note that 
the above generalization is not quite correct: Remnant scrambling is in fact possible if 
the antecedent of the unbound trace bas not aho undergone scrambling, but another 
type of movement, e.g., weak pronoun fronting; cf. (29-a) (= (12-b)) VB. (29-b). 
(29) a. *daB [vp, h zu lesen ) das Buehl keiner t2 versucht hat 
that to read the book no-one tried has 
Ilthat no-one tried to read the book." 
b, daJl [VP2 tt zu lesen J est keiner t2 versucht hat 
that to read it no-one tried has 
"that no-one tried to read it." 
Similarly, middle field-external remnant wh-movement is impossible if tbe antecedent 
of the unbound trace bas also undergone wh-movement, and possible if it bas undergone 
another type of movement, e.g., scrambling; cI. (30-a) VS. (30-b) . 
(30) a. *(NPl Was fur ein Buch tl ] fragst du dicb [ep [PPI liber wen I du t2 
what for a book ask you REFL about whom you 
lesen sollst ] ? 
read should 
Il*What kind of book do you wonder about whom to read?" 
iJAltematively, the optimal subderivation could remove the feature that triggers 63-movement 
and, e.g., change a (+whj wh-element into a (- wh] indefinite. Then, 63 can remain in 8itu without 
viola.ting BC or FC, at the cost of a violation of a lower·ranked faithfulnC8!l constraint; this amounts 
to neutralization of a (±wh] distinction in the input. 
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b. [NP2 Was fUr ein Buch tl J hast du {PP, iiber die Liebe J ~ gelesen ? 
what for a book have you about the love read 
"What kind of book did you read about love?" 
Thus. the data suggest a constraint like UNAMBIGUOUS DOMINATION (UO) in (31). 
rather than a stipulation as to which movement type may affect remnant XPs. 20 
(31) UNAMBIGUOUS DOMINATION (UD): 
In '" fa ... (3 ... ) .. .. a and {3 cannot check the same kind of feature (outside a). 
It can easily be verified that UD is violated in cases like (2g..a) and (30·a), but respected 
in (29-b), (30-b), and typical primary remnant movement constructions that involve a 
combination of scrambling (or NP raising) and topicalization. Furthermore, it is now 
clear why secondary remnant movement as in (l3-a) can never violate UO: a and fJ 
cannot check the same feature if a does not check a feature at all. 
4. Conclusion and Outlook 
I have tried to show that the different properties of primary and secondary remnant 
movement follow from tbe fact that the former operation is feature-driven. whereas 
tbe latter is not: It is a repair strategy forced by SHAPE CONSERVATION and the 
FEATURE CONDITION, in violation of LAST RESORT. As a consequence of this, 
secondary object honting may also be required; BARRIERS CONDITION violations 
can be avoided; and UNAMBIGUOUS DOMINATION violations do not show up. 
On a more general note, I have argued that since repair-driven secondary rem-
nant movement presuppose:s constraint violability and ranking, it lends itself to an 
optimality-theoretic analysis. What is more, it provides evidence that syntactic op-
timization is local, not global (as is standarly ~umed): On the one hand. there are 
ill-formed derivations that are indeed locally suboptimal, but globally optimal (cf. T I)' 
And on the other hand, there are well-formed derivations that are locally optimal. but 
globally suboptimal (cf. T~). In general, it seems that syntactic repair is typically a 
local phenomenon: An "offending" property is removed insta.ntaneoullly, not at some 
earlier or later stage in tbe derivation. This holds for other cases of repaiI"driven 
movement that have been proposed in the literature; d . Heck & Muller (1999), where 
arguments are given for local analyses of, e.g .• semantically vacuous QR that is for-
ced by a higber-ranked parallelism constraint (Fox (1995)). and wh-scrambling that 
is forced by a higher-ranked Neg-intervention constraint (Beck (1996». Moreover, 
many other cases of syntactic repair that have been approached in terms of global op-
timization (cf., e.g .• Grimshaw (1997) on d~support, Pesetsky (1998) and Legendre. 
Smolensky, & Wilson (1998) on resumptive pronouns, Schmid (1998) on the West-
germanic "Enatzinfinitiv") can be treated by local optimization. It remains to be 
seen. though, whether local optimization can (Dr should) do all the work that global 
optimization has been held responsible for in syntax. 
20UD is from Miillet (1998). To eosure ungr;unmaticality in cases where un would have to be 
violated by a lubderivation, the same reasoning applies aa in the cue or Be. For more empiricaJ 
evidence and attempts to derive (50mething like) this coratraint from even more generaJ assumptions, 
see also Takano (1993), Koizumi (1995), and Kitahara (1997). 
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